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1.0 Context 

1.1 Fighter Jet Production Process 

Fighter and Attack aircraft are the most exciting machines in the sphere of 

military power because of their design, speed, and weaponry. The diversity of its 

category, their evolution through military history, and the modern race to produce the 

most advanced and lethal fighter and attack aircraft yield a great deal of information and 

generates more interest than any other category of military aircraft. 

In the early 1900s, the airplane emerged, serving as a vital inspection tool during 

WWI since it was realized to protect the skies over the battlefields. It wasn't until WWII 

that the fighter aircraft began reaching a level of refinement recognized in today's fighter 

and attack aircraft. Improved aerodynamics, the monoplane design, engine performance, 

weapons accuracy and destructive force, and survivability became design factors that 

worked in tandem to determine an aircraft's effectiveness. Also in this war, fighter 

aircraft's role varied. The roles of defending the skies from attacking strategic bombers 

and bomber escort into enemy territory both yielded numerous epic air-to-air 

confrontations. The role of ground attack of strategic targets and enemy infantry became 

prominent as well. Furthermore, naval fleet attack and defense by carrier-borne aircraft 

proved how a country's military might could be projected globally. 

Today, this category of aircraft is dominated by manufactures in America, Russia, 

and joint ventures coming out of Europe. As the emphasis appears to be moving away 

from air superiority and more toward flexibility of the platform to both protect the skies 

and eliminate targets on the ground, the multi-role fighter aircraft is being given the most 

significant attention at this time. The production of these aircrafts with flexibility roles, 

which can perform multiple tasks with greater accuracy is expensive, complicated, 

consists a lot of parts and involve many companies to make it reality. The table below 

shows some examples of aircrafts. The F-35, made from more than 300,000 individual 

parts from 1,400 suppliers was selected as the case model for this project.   
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 Production Time # Aircraft Built Average Unit Cost 

F-15 1970 - Present 1198+ F-15A/B : $28M 

F-15 C/D: $30 M (1998) 

F-16 1973 – Present  4540+ F-16A/B: $14.6M (1998) 

F-16C/D: $18.8M (1998) 

f-117 1981 – 2005 64 $111.2M 

f-22 1996 – 2011 195 $150m 

f-35 2006 – Present  150 F-35 A: $114M 

F-35 B: $142M 

F-35 C: $132M 

Designed with the overall battle space in mind, the F-35 Lightning II is the most 

technologically sophisticated multirole fighter built in history. The advanced capabilities 

that the F-35 is equipped with will enable its pilots to be six to eight times more effective 

in air-to-air missions, air-to-ground missions and surveillance missions. The US 

government has realized the excessive expenses associated with having different 

airframes for different aircrafts. For instance the F-22 Raptor, the Harrier Jump Jet and 

many other aircrafts have different fuselages which makes them have to be built at 

different factories and multiple projects have to be funded simultaneously. Developing 

one airframe for many aircraft is usually cheaper, so called economies of scale, then 

modifying them at the last stages to fit their specific purposes, similar to the 

customization approach. This is the essence behind the F-35. The intention was to replace 

the F-16, A-10, AV-18 and F/A-18 (excluding the “Super Hornet” variants) in a cost-

effective manner 
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The program is the Department of Defense’s (DOD) largest international 

cooperative program. DOD has actively pursued allied participation as a way to defray 

some of the cost of developing and producing the aircraft, and to “prime the pump” for 

export sales of the aircraft. Eight allied countries—the United Kingdom, Canada, 

Denmark, The Netherlands, Norway, Italy, Turkey, and Australia—are participating in 

the F-35 program under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for the SDD and 

Production, Sustainment, and Follow-On Development (PSFD) phases of the program.  

There is a multitude of technologies required for an aircraft to be capable of 

meeting the needs of the three branches of the US Military, and eight international 

partners’ rivals any fighter jet of in history. There are three versions of the F-35, tailored 

to the specifications of its end users; the Conventional takeoff version for the Air Force; a 

carrier-based version for the Navy; and a short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) 

version for the Marine Corps, each equipped with internal technologies that better 

accomplish their user’s goals.  Inherently, the development and integration of such 

advanced technologies with the numerous participants implies many questions and 

hypothesis. As difficult as it is to predict, cost is a point frequently discussed, to the say 

the least, in the debate over the F-35. In 2014, the Department of Defense (DOD), a clear 

stakeholder in the life of the F-35 estimated that the remaining cost for the F-35 

purchases, including the cost to complete development, will amount to about $300 billion 

(in nominal dollars).  

Due to the complexity involved in creating the most advanced fighter jet in history, the F-

35 production process utilizes the resources of 1400 suppliers nation-wide [14]. Main components 

of the plane are manufactured by three main companies -Northrop Grumman, BAE Systems and 

Pratt and Whitney then shipped to Lockheed Martin’s production facility in Fort Worth, Texas to 

be mated later. The factory in Fort Worth operates under a “flow-to-tact” manufacturing plan, 

which can best be described as the movement of component assemblies, from one build station to 

the next at a rate equal to the delivery rate.   

A method called the Fighter Production Process (FPP) was established to separate the 

production process into two teams – The Factory Flow Team and the Supplier Collaboration and 

Development Team. The Factory Flow Team is responsible for preparing and enabling the 

production line to deliver F35 exact manufacturing standards and predictable tact or cadence time. 
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These standards include meeting expected delivery tempo, proper presentation of parts and 

materials, and standardizing work. (Document best practices & precisely define parts and tools.) 

5000 kits containing 25000 parts are delivered to the F35 flow center where they are put through a 

robust provisioning process established to ensure regulated flow. Rather than wasting time and 

having mechanics leave their station to search for parts, time is minimized with the signal for a 

new kit once the old one is nearing completion [14].  

The Supplier Collaboration and Development Team has three main objectives; meeting 

throughput demands, meeting affordability targets, and reducing supply chain risks. These are 

accomplished through an in-depth analysis of a supplier’s operational capability to deliver 

consistent quality at a high production rate. The overall cost of the supply chain is reduced through 

increasing the supplier value-added tasks such as piecework, sub-assembly tasks, and installation 

ready parts. Primary goals involve reducing lead times, optimizing inventories, and lowering the 

manufacturing hours required per unit [14].   

The production process of this unique and advanced fighter jet kicks off with four stages 

that occur simultaneously. As the fighter jet advances throughout production other stages are met 

simultaneously prior to the system reaching the Electronic Mate and Alignment System. (EMAS) 

These stages mark the initial assembly of the multiple fuselages (Aft, Center, Forward), inner wing 

module, right and left wings, and nose of the F35. Post-EMAS the aircraft will reach Final 

Assembly where the engine will be inputted into the fighter jet. Lastly, the aircraft will go to Final 

Finishes and complete its final tests prior to delivery.  
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Based on the facts and assumptions provided below, graphs depicting the varied costs involved 

in the production process as workers per shift and shifts per day change. Since full rate production 

will be represented by 1 fighter jet produced per work day, we have run calculations based on how 

many are being currently produced in an attempt to establish an hour value per stage. 36 aircrafts 

were produced and delivered in 2013 by Lockheed Martin, so we used that as a base value. [16] 

 

 Assumptions:  

o Each stage takes equal amount of time [flow-to-tact manufacturing] 

o 21 working days/month 
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o 8 hours/work shift 

 

 

 

 

 

 Number of Key Stages in Production Process: 23 [based on production flow diagram] 

 
36 Aircrafts

12 months per year
=

3 aircrafts

1 month
 

 (
1 shift

1 day
)  for 21 work days → (21 days) × (

8 hours

1 day
) =  168 hours/month  

 (
2 shift

1 day
)  for 21 work days → (21 shifts) × (

8 hours

1 day
 ×  2) = 336 hours/month 

 (
3 shift

1 day
)  for 21 work days → (21 shifts) × (

8 hours

1 day
 ×  3) =  504 hours/month  

 

1 Shift/Day 

Workers/Stage Hours/Month 
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
 ×

 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Year 

12  × 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Aircraft 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 ÷ 36 

Total Hours/Stage 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡
 ÷ 23 

3 504 6048 168 7.304 

5 840 10080 280 12.174 

7 1176 14112 392 17.043 

 

2 Shift/Day 

Workers/Stage Hours/Month 
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
 ×

 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Year 

12  × 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Aircraft 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 ÷ 36 

Total Hours/Stage 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡
 ÷ 23 

3 1008 12096 336 14.609 

5 1680 20160 560 24.348 

7 2352 28224 784 34.086 

 

3 Shift/Day 
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Workers/Stage Hours/Month 
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
 ×

 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Year 

12  × 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 

Hours/Aircraft 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 ÷ 36 

Total Hours/Stage 

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡
 ÷ 23 

3 1512 18144 504 21.913 

5 2520 30240 840 36.522 

7 3528 42336 1176 51.1304 
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1.2 FOD Overview 

Throughout each of these stages of production there are many complicated procedures 

that take place, which inherently present an opportunity for foreign object debris (FOD). 

Foreign object debris refers to any object that is not supposed to be there and that can 

cause damage to it. FOD can be defined as anything from screws, nuts, bolts, tools that 

are used to build the aircraft to pieces of trash left behind.  FOD damage is estimated to 

cost the aerospace industry $4 billion a year. [1] FOD can be placed in the aircraft during 

prior to the start of production, usually occurring in a supplier part; during production and 

post-production. This project focuses on FOD generated during the production of the 

aircraft in Fort Worth, Texas. To prevent FOD related costs and improve safety, aircraft 

production corporations put in place a FOD-prevention program that uses to assure a 

FOD-free product/system. This prevention process is called foreign object elimination 

(FOE). The current FOE program mainly consists of three main components: Training/ 

Procedure, prevention, and inspection. [17] 
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The primary objectives of a FOE training program is to increase employee awareness to 

the causes and effects of FOD, promote active involvement through specific techniques, 

and stress good work habits through work disciplines. A FOD prevention training 

Program for employees associated with design, development, manufacturing, assembly, 

test, operations, repair, modification, refurbishment, and maintenance is required as part 

of initial job orientation and on a continuing basis. [19] 

The prevention and inspection components of FOE translate what employees learn on 

their trainings to their work places. Prevention mainly covers Housekeeping and 

enforcing rules that applies for each FOD prevention area. Housekeeping mainly refers to 

the employee usage of deferent techniques and good work habit when it comes to tool 

handling and cleaning. For instance, employees use Shadowbox, a tool box with specific, 

marked locations for each tool so that a missing tool will be readily noticeable. Bar 

coding and paint coding are also used on this process. Furthermore, tether and tote tries 

are used to keep tools and parts from falling or get forgotten by keeping them with the 

employee physical body. Furthermore, employees “clean-as-they-go” their work places 

and storage areas. They clean the immediate are when work cannot continue, after work 

is completed and prior to inspection. It also applies immediately when work debris has 

the potential to migrate to an out of sight or inaccessible area and cause damage and/or 

give the appearance of poor workmanship [19]. 

The third component of FOD is inspection. Inspection mainly covers searching for FOD, 

retrieving lost items and report FOD or lost item. The current searching method of FOD 

is mainly done by physically search using bore scope, eye inspection and listening to 

noise by putting parts on rotating machine. Any time an item is lost during an assembly; 

manufacturing, or maintenance task, employees cease activity in the affected area and 

initiate a search for the item. Continue this search until the item is found or adequate 

assurances are made that the item is not in the aerospace vehicle or assembly. Searching 

for such items may require dismantling or nondestructive inspections, including bore 

scope. If an item cannot be located after a search has been completed, annotate applicable 

forms with a description of the item and search procedure followed. After finishing this 

point employees then move to reporting and investigation process. All incidents of actual 

or potential FOD is reported and investigated. [16] 
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When a FOD incident occurs operations shall immediately cease and an investigation 

initiated to determine the cause. Corrective action will be required to preclude similar 

occurrences from happening in the future. Cause may be determined by visual 

observation, analysis, or by location of the object. A foreign object or tool found during 

an inspection, audit or abandoned within a FOD sensitive/critical area will be 

documented using the FOD Incident Report. [12] 

Employees are trained and certified depending on their clearance level. There clearance 

level also will determine their access to different FOD prevention area. The FOD 

prevention area is mainly divided in three parts. FOD awareness areas, FOD control 

areas, and FOD critical areas [11]. 

1.2.1 FOD Effects 

 

 

Figure 1 above displays a past incident due to FOD. A simple drill bit forgotten can be 

detrimental to an aircraft and it’s passengers. [12] 

 

Aside from the safety hazards associated with FOD, aircraft production corporations are 

constantly trying to innovate to improve their FOD inspection and detection methods in 

hopes of reducing production costs related to FOD occurrences. The costs resulting from 

FOD occurrences have a non-linear relationship with the actual occurrence. Thus, there 

are some FOD occurrences that cost $0, and require 0 hours of work to prior to advancing 

in production. An example of this is an employee finding a plastic bag in a subassembly 

component, and simply removing and reporting it. Yet, there are some FOD occurrences 
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that can result in exceedingly high costs. This is typically a result of long rework & repair 

hours, and re-ordering of damaged parts. Usually, the further the aircraft is in the 

production process the longer rework & repair hours required to enable the plane to 

advance in production. Below a graphic displays the process previously described: 

 

 

 

 

One can imagine the complexity associated with the job of an aircraft assembly 

mechanic. While five to ten feet in the air, a multitude of tasks have to be completed 

using a variety of tools all with the highest focus possible. Working under these 

conditions provides a huge possibility for a simple bolt or washer to be left behind in a 

subassembly component. If this does occur there is a chance for the FOD item, in this 

case the bolt or washer to be detected at the inspection station following the production 

station where it was inputted. At the inspection station there is a decision to be made, 

whether or not there is FOD present. If the FOD is caught, the required rework and repair 

will occur and the sub assembly component will progress through production. Yet, if 

there is said to be no FOD in the subassembly component, and there is in fact FOD within 

a Type II Error occurs. This is exactly what are trying to prevent and eventually eliminate 

in the future. This Type II Error implies high costs as the sub assembly component 

containing FOD moves further throughout the production process.  
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Once EMAS (Electrical Mate and Alignment System) is reached the subassembly 

components begin to be assembled and therefore have to be decomposed if there is a 

FOD occurrence that cannot be reached within. In an attempt to limit the misdetection 

and Type II Error rate, different capabilities will be incorporated into the enhanced FOD 

Inspection System. 

2.0 Stakeholder Analysis & CONOPS 

2.1 Stakeholder Analysis 

 
 

Above is a table displaying the multiple stakeholders involved in the FOD Inspection 

System, By separating the stakeholders into three categories (Primary, Secondary, Tertiary) their 

level of stake in correlation to the system is simplified visually.  

 Primary: Group of stakeholders that will experience the effects of the implementation 

of an enhanced FOD detection system first hand. This mainly includes the personnel on 
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the production line, those inspecting for FOD, training personnel, and the related 

supervisors.  

 Secondary: Group of stakeholders that can be viewed as the beneficiaries of the 

implementation of this system.  

 Tertiary: Group of stakeholders that will experience the effects of this system down the 

road, post implementation.  

 

2.2 Stakeholder Wins & Tensions 

 
     

The graphic above displays foreseeable wins and tensions that will result from the 

implementation of this Enhanced FOD Detection System. The green boxes represent wins, while the 

reds represent tensions. The green and red boxes on left correlate to the stakeholders located on the 

left, while the green and red boxes on the right are related to the Aircraft Production Corporation. 

Since our sponsor is Lockheed Martin, we chose to use them as the stakeholder of focus and 

displayed arrows to indicate the primary effect of that row on them. For instance, the multi-layer 

view available will increase the probability of detection.  
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2.3 Gap 

The current FOD inspection and prevention methods are not cost effective or efficient in 

relation to the aircraft production process. Due to the fact that the current processes are manual and 

take place during the shift there it is likely for human error to occur. This includes a fatigued 

employee overlooking a damaged part, a tool being misplaced, specific area searching due to 

probable FOD areas, and other possibilities.  

 Operating under the current inspection technique, delays are caused late in the production 

process when FOD is detected at the concluding stages. These delays are primarily attributed to 

decomposing the plane and rework/repair.  When a FOD issue occurs late in the production 

process, that aircraft must be withdrawn from the current stage, decomposed, and then inputted 

back into a stage where the issue can be repaired. Inherently, the mechanics currently operating at 

that stage must stop what they are currently working on and attempt to fix the issue at hand. Added 

costs are implied at each stage that re-work occurs, along with component damage, re-ordering of 

parts from suppliers, wait-time, and employee wages.  

 Since the F-15 was built in 1970 the average unit flyaway costs for fighter jet has rose from 

$28 million to $150 million. With costs required for purchasing these fighter jets constantly 

growing, the emphasis on preventing damage to them is constantly rising. Yet, over time as the 

complexity of these fighter jets is constantly increasing the complexity of the FOD Inspection 

techniques have remained constant, still manual. Therefore, there is a gap between the complexity 

of fighter jet production and the FOD Inspection techniques. This can be easily seen on the graph 

below: 
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As discussed earlier, there are exceedingly high costs associated with FOD occurrences 

under the current manual inspection technique. The improved system being proposed will 

incorporate capabilities to limit these costs such as multi-layer visibility, assisted analysis, reduced 

inspection time and other to limit the costs association with FOD Inspections. This gap in cost is 

made clear through the graph displayed below:  
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2.4 Problem & Need 

The current FOD inspection and prevention methods are outdated, and unreliable. Inspecting the 

aircraft manually at each stage of production is inefficient in relation to time, and is presents the 

application of human error. Too much time is being wasted throughout the production process, and 

unnecessary costs are created as a result of rework and repair time.  Below we have displayed 

many of the issues and consequences with the current manual inspection system and the solutions 

and associated benefits with an enhanced FOD Inspection System. 
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2.5 Mission Requirements 

The requirements listed below were derived with the assistance of our sponsor at Lockheed Martin. 

 

 

3.0 Approach & System Alternatives 

3.1 Implementation & Design Alternatives 

 After going through the problem, gap and need, we begin to see many 

reasons for why the current manual-visual inspection for FOD is insufficient. 

Therefore we must approach the problem with a method that can fulfill the breaches 

with the manual-visual inspection method, ultimately this has led us towards the 

use of X-Ray along with differential Imaging. The table below depicts some of the 

advantages of using an X-Ray system, further supporting our approach. 
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The proposed system would be incorporated at critical points in the production 

process, which lie immediately before the mating of the aircraft subassemblies, this was 

done because most of our analysis shows that the most rework can be avoided if FOD is 

detected before the subassembly’s are mated together, because taking apart the aircraft in 

order to clear FOD has severe time and monetary cost. The model below depicts the same 

production stages of the F-35, only now with our proposed X-Ray system incorporated.  
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3.2 Functional Breakdown 

 
The External Systems Diagram (IDEF.0) shown above describes how our proposed 

system shall work with external systems, such as the User who will be providing the 

system with input, as well as the Worker who will feed the Inspection system the 

next Aircraft sub-Assembly to be inspected. Ultimately, the system that which we are 

proposing is performing its primary function F.0, which is to inspect for foreign 

object debris and output an inspection recommendation. 
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The diagram above is a functional hierarchy diagram describing the functional 

decomposition of our system’s primary function: F.0 inspect for FOD, our system 

accomplishes its primary function through the symphonic interaction of the system’s 

sub functions. The first sub function facilitates the interface between the user and the 

system, the second sub function is responsible for positioning the sub-assembly 

before the X-ray image is to be taken, and finally, the third and fourth sub functions 

take the X-ray image of the sub-Assembly, as well perform the image analysis 

required for the FOD inspection. 
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This IDEF.0 diagram depicts the interaction between the System’s sub functions in 

order to produce the final output, it shows how the signals are sent to trigger the sub 

functions as well as the dependent inputs that come from the preceding functions. 

This diagram also shows the physical and allocated architectures for the systems 

functions, by depicting the component responsible for performing each of the sub 

functions.  

3.3 Allocated Architecture 

3.3.1 Imaging Component – X Rays 

X-radiation is a type of electromagnetic radiation, which has the very short 

wavelength range of 0.01-10nm, (frequency range of 3×1016 Hz to 3×1019 Hz). These 

high-energy, high frequency electromagnetic radiations have the properties of penetrating 

various thicknesses of all solids and producing secondary radiations by penetrating on 

materials body. In simple terms it can be referred as a powerful and invisible light ray 

which can pass through different objects and makes it possible to see inside the things. 

Xray has several applications in medical and industrial field.  
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There are many reason for considering Backscatter X-ray, it can image Foreign 

Object Debris (FOD), corrosion, defects and flaws. It provides opportunity to image 

fasteners (entire fuselage and wings) that was not practical before; and it has the ability to 

image cracks in more than one layer. With Backscatter X-ray, there is no need to remove 

paint to detect as required utilizing other non-destructive testing (NDT) technologies. As 

far as low radiation field, very small exclusions zones compared to industrial 

radiography, and it allows other work to continue in close proximity to imaging field 

saving money and time. Its modular design allows components to be replaced and 

customized cost effectively. 

The Enhanced FOD Detection system being proposed will consider two X-Ray Detection 

techniques: 

• Backscatter  

• Transmission 

X-RAY Transmission Imaging: 

Transmission imaging is a traditional X-ray method, familiar to many through the medical 

field. Transmission Imaging requires the source and detector to be on opposite sides of the object, 

enabling X-rays to pass through an object to a detector located on the far side. Detecting the 

different densities o which objects with greater density block or absorb more X-rays than objects 

with lesser density will form the image. . This technique  is advantageous for the proposed system 

because transmission images are generally high-resolution emphasizing the densities of the 

materials contained in the X-Ray image.  

Dual-Energy Transmission: 

In some of the considered x-ray alternatives, the dual energy transmission, which 

is a form of transmission technique, has been used. Dual-energy transmission X-

rays generate a high-resolution image in which metallic objects are easily. Dual-

Energy transmission technology utilizes two X-ray energy levels to determine the 

atomic number of objects under inspection, and t colorizes the image based on 

material type inside the object under inspection. Organic materials are orange, 

mixed materials are green, and metallic are blue. 

High-Energy Transmission: 
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Another form of transmission technique applied in x-ray devices is high-energy 

transmission. In high-energy transmission X-rays deeply penetrate deeply into 

object under inspection for greater detection. High-energy transmission X-rays 

provide very details, even when penetrating up to 400 mm of steel — and offer a 

precise means of detecting unwanted materials,. The OmniView Gantry offers the 

option to scan in dual energy modes. By scanning in dual energy mode organic 

materials are displayed in orange, mixed materials in green, metallic in blue and 

heavy metals in purple. 

X-RAY Backscatter Imaging:  

Backscatter imaging is a more recent X-Ray technique that is used frequently for security 

at borders and airports. Backscatter scanning is based on the Compton backscatter principle. The 

Compton Effect occurs when x-rays were are directed towards a target and multiple rays are 

scattered from that object. Due to the low radiation dose emitted by the X-ray systems which 

incorporate backscatter imaging it is permitted to be used on inspection and screening of sea 

containers, a wide variety of vehicles, luggage, and even people. Safety is a key consideration 

when attempting to choose the optimal device for the F-35 case model, thus, the low radiation dose 

required is advantageous. In contrast to the commonly used transmission x-ray technique, 

backscatter imaging involves positioning both the source and detection apparatus on only one side 

of a target object for inspection. This allows the user to inspect in situations that may be extremely 

difficult for transmission systems that require access by the detector subsystem to the opposing 

side of the target. Backscatter imaging emphasizes the size and shape of the objects within the 

image.  

Compton Scattering Characteristics:  

Compton scattering creates a recoil electron and a new photon from a collision between 

an atomic electron and incident photon (x-ray).  The recoil electron is sometimes 

absorbed in material; the scattered photon may escape the material and can be detected.   

 Conservation of momentum of the x- ray photons and the atomic electron determines how 

to calculate the momentum and directions of the scattered electrons. The energy of the 

scattered x-ray can be calculated using the following: 
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.  

  λ = wavelength of incident x-ray photon   

 
λ' = wavelength of scattered x-ray photon 

  h = 
Planck's Constant:  The fundamental constant equal to the ratio of the energy 

E of a quantum of energy to its frequency v: E=hv 

  me = the mass of an electron at rest  

  c = 
the speed of light 

 

  q = The scattering angle of the scattered photon  
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Compton backscatter forms the basis for a unique inspection tool that can be used to view 

the contents of closed containers without the need for a transmission detector to be placed on the 

far side of the object under inspection. Therefore scanning with both the X-ray source and detector 

co-located permits visual images of contents, to be gathered easily and quickly, without concern 

over access to the opposite side of the target container. In the aircraft production process this is 

advantageous because it limits the size of the space required to implement the system, and reduces 

the total wetted area of the aircraft component coming in close-contact with the device. 

The image below was the result of an inspection on an identical object with transmission 

and backscatter imaging. A transmission image produces a shadow-gram of all objects in the beam 

path, with dark regions indicating low penetration and lighter regions representing higher 

penetration. Backscatter provides a very different view of the object under inspection by 

highlighting shapes and textures of the contents contained inside. 

 

Combination of Technologies:  

Transmission technology can provide fine details with high resolution, and can 

offer some level of material detection with dual-energy. However, the more clutter in the 

path of the beam, the fewer objects and material differentiation is obtained. Because of 

this, many x-ray detection products (AS&E) offer a combination of Backscatter and 

transmission technology to give inspectors fine detailed information about the contents of 

objects under inspection. When the backscatter is combined, it complements transmission 

X-rays by providing clarity to expedite and more precise inspections. 
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X-RAY System Requirements  

The biological health effects of X-ray are a concern at every inspection station. Any form 

of X-ray exposure should be carefully monitored and controlled so that the inspectors safety is 

always insured.  Concern over the biological effect of X-ray began shortly after the discovery of 

X-rays in 1895. Over the years different radiation protection groups have developed numerous 

recommendations regarding occupational exposure limits. In the Unites States these rule are 

approved by Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). In general, the guidelines 

established for radiation exposure have had two principle objectives:  

 1) Preventing acute exposure 

   2) Limiting chronic exposure to "acceptable" levels 

Current guidelines are based on the conservative assumption that there is no safe level of x-ray 

radiation exposure. In other words, even the smallest exposure has small probability of causing a 

health effect, such as cancer. This assumption has to not only keeping exposures below regulation 

limits but also keep all exposure "as low as reasonable achievable" (ALARA). With the help of our 

sponsor the X-ray safety requirements that must be maintained and followed during the inspection 

have been established and are displayed below. 

• XR.1.0 – System occupational exposure shall be in accordance with OSHA requirements. 

Supplier shall provide an X-Ray Exposure Protection Plan that addresses the following 

areas.  

• XR.1.1 - The Plan shall be approved by LM 90 days prior to installation. 

• Radiation Exposure Limits  

• Personnel Monitoring 

• Exposure Records 

• Posting Notices 

• Inspections 

• X-Ray Exams of Pregnant or Potentially Pregnant Women 

• Pregnant Authorized Users 

• XR.2.0 - Radiation workers shall not receive a dose in 1 calendar quarter over the 

following limits:  

• Deep Dose Equivalent                    1250 millirem (mrem) 
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• Lens Dose Equivalent          3,750 mrem 

• Shallow Dose Equivalent (skin)        12,500 mrem 

• Shallow Dose Equivalent (extremities)     12,500 mrem  

3.3.2 Analysis Component – Differential Imaging 

After scanning sub assembly components of the aircraft, the image will be 

analyzed in an attempt to detect FOD differential imaging. Simply put, differential 

imaging is a process that compares two images and finds the differences between them. 

There are two techniques for implement differential imaging that are being considered. 

These include comparison through each individual pixel of each image, called Pixel by 

Pixel; and comparison through cluster of pixels in each image, called Cluster of Pixels.  

 The pixel by pixel technique requires two inputs. A basis image, which is 

the image of a sub assembly component completely clear of FOD. A basis image will be 

saved for each sub assembly component, which is saved in the database, and an image of 

the current sub assembly component will be saved from the enhanced inspection system. 

Individual pixels from these two images will be analyzed. If there is a difference, then 

they will be made salient to the system operator.  The advantage for this technique is that 

since every single difference between the two images will be picked up, hence the 

detection rate is higher. Yet, the disadvantage is that since it compares each individual 

pixel, it has extended time duration for comparison. Furthermore, not every difference 

between the two images is beneficial to the system operator when attempting to detect 

FOD. Take shadows for instance. Shadows are differences that will be picked up by the 

x-ray system, however they have no correlation to FOD.  

 The second technique relates to the comparison of a cluster of pixels. To do this, 

the pixel orientation high probability FOD object such as, tools, nuts, bolts, and bags will 

be inputted into the system. These images will be saved in the database so when the 

differential imaging system receives the image from the X-ray system, it will search for 

the previously inputted pixel orientations relating to the FOD objects (which are depicted 

by clustered of pixels) inside the image from the X-ray system. The advantage for this is 

that it has less detection time since the system knows what to look for. This technique is 

also beneficial for incorporating into the FOD detection system when searching for 

specific high priority items, which present a high probability of danger if over looked in 
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the production process. However, the disadvantage to this technique is that it is not 

possible to detect any difference if they are not previously inputted into the system.  

The proposed solution of use concerning these methods is to evaluate the need 

and probability of each station where differential imaging could be used. The aircraft sub 

assembly components which have a high rate of FOD and probability of FOD detection 

have to be identified.  Then a combination of multiple techniques in high probability 

areas where FOD is detected could be implemented. In the case of an area of high 

probability of FOD detection, pixel by pixel could produce a high reliability rate in 

detecting FOD. For areas where FOD is not highly probable to be detected, comparing 

clustered of pixels technique could be implemented due to its rapid comparison time. 

Also, differential imaging is a tool for the employees to analyze the image from the X-ray 

system not a decision making tool by itself.  

The interface which the different methods can be used on will need to be 

evaluated and analyzed. Including, meeting the user needs and preferences on software, 

hardware, trainability, and usability. These methods will be analyzed with respect to the 

cost to implement the system, the training time to use the system, and the reliably of the 

method used. The system will be evaluated with respect to the cost of buying the systems 

from outside vendors or building in-house. These methods will be presented, with the 

analysis of multiple components and different alternatives to the decision maker. 
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Differential Imaging Example 

 
The above image is similar to one that would be displayed to a system operator on the 

enhanced FOD inspection system being proposed. There is no hiding the complexity associated 

with detecting the above items within the image. Therefore, Differential Imaging will serve as a 

decision assistance tool for the operators by helping identify the locations of the FOD items, and 

making them obvious to the operator, as you will see in the following image.  
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Differential Imaging Requirements 

 

DIR # Requirement Definition  

DIR.1.O Supplier shall provide LM the capability to customize the Differential Imaging Software.  

DIR.2.0 
A site license for all software required for LM to customize the system Differential Imaging 

Software shall be submitted for approval 6 months prior to installation on LM intranet assets. 

DIR.3.0 Installation on LM intranet assets will occur 90 days prior to installation. 

DIR.4.0 
Two training courses to educate LM employees in the customization of the Differential 

Imaging Software.  

DIR.5.0 
Each class shall be for 10 or less LM employees and conducted immediately after the training 

at the LM Fort Worth Facility.  

DIR.6.0 Differential Imaging software shall support the use of multiple algorithms to detect images 
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3.4 X-Ray System Alternatives 

Currently six alternatives have been considered for the Enhanced FOD Detection system proposed 

for the aircraft production process all incorporating backscatter or transmission imaging and some 

a combination. AS&E and Nucsafe are the manufacturers of the X-ray devices we are considering.  

 Gantry (AS&E) 

 Portal (AS&E) 

 Mobile Search (AS&E) 

 Backscatter Van (AS&E) 

 Linear rail (Nucsafe) 

 Robotic Arm System (AS&E) 

 Portable Hand-held System (AS&E) 

 Gemini (AS&E) 

Each of these alternatives have different operational features including source of x-ray, 

penetration power, power requirement, resolution radiation dose and dimensions and cost. There 

are several factors that are being considered in order to match each of these alternatives as the 

optimal inspection station in the production process. We have considered the dimension and 

penetration depth of each X-ray alternative through the thickest and most dense material in the 

aircraft sub assembly component. The device that has higher penetration ability will have a greater 

probability to detect the FOD within the subassembly component through the most dense material 

and furthest distance within. 
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OmniView Gantry:  

 

Is a high-performance, high- energy cargo inspection system offering best- in-class X-ray imaging 

in a sleek, efficient design. OmniView system works with transmission x-ray and optional Z 

Backscatter modulus. OmniView features the largest tunnel size in the industry and can 

accommodate objects up to 5m high allowing for the inspection of a wide variety of sizes. AS&E’s 

technology features powerful 6.0 MeV high-energy transmission X-rays that penetrate up to 400 

mm (15.7 inches) of steel. The system operates by moving on rails past stationary objects 

discrimination [3]. 
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OmniView Gantry inspection System combines high penetration transmission X-rays 

with Z Backscatter technology to deliver the most reliable means of uncovering 

contraband and threatening materials in densely loaded cargo containers. This 

combination makes the system the most reliable means of detecting contraband and 

threatening materials, such as drugs, weapons, and explosives hidden in cargo containers, 

tankers, and large vehicles. 

The technology eliminates the need for costly infrastructure such as an outer building for radiation 

safety often required with other gantry systems. The system operates by moving on rails past 

stationary vehicles and cargo. The system is bi-directional that would allow for high throughput of 

two trucks per scan, 28 trucks per hour. 

 

X ray 

System 

Source Penetration Power  

Requirement  

Scanning  

speed 

Dimension Startup time Radiation 

 Dose 

Gantry Transmission and 

backscatter 

400 mm 380-480 VAC 0.2,0.30.4 M/S Length 

36.5 m,width 3.0 

,height 5.0 m 

15 min TBD 

 

 

Z Portal:   
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Z portal is a high-throughput, drive-through cargo and vehicle screening system 

with multi-view Z Backscatter imaging in order to detect contraband. It produces images 

from three sides of the object under examination, and is the most effective drive-through 

screening system for congested security checkpoints. This relocatable screening system is 

available in two different sizes. Small size is being used for passenger vehicles, and the 

other one is used for buses, large trucks, and cargo vehicles. Due to its high-throughput 

screening gateway, the Z portal would allow roughly about 80 trucks or 120 passenger 

vehicles per hour. The Z Portal is leveraging Z Backscatter technology to produce photo-

like images of the contents of a container or vehicle, highlighting organic materials such 

as explosives, illegal drugs, currency, and other contraband.  [4]  

 

X ray 

system 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning 

 speed 

Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Z Portal  Backscatter 300 mm 480 VAC TBD Width 8.9 

Height 6.5 

 

15 min TBD 

 

 

MobileSearch HE TX  

 

MobileSearch HE X-ray inspection system combines high-energy transmission and Z 

Backscatter technology for detailed and accurate inspection. The MobileSearrch HE has 

an integrated cab which requires operators and an image analysis station in the same 

specious cabin as the driver which facilities the communication. The MobileSearch HE 

also combines the Z Backscatter and transmission imaging system. [2] This inspection 

system would combine both high-energy transmission and Z Backscatter technology for 

in depth inspection of cargo and vehicles. One of the key features is the High-Penetration 
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4.5 MeV transmission, where a typical penetration is over 12 inches (300 mm) of steel. 

Because of the unique design, it has operational flexibility for either “drive-by” or 

“portal” mode to scan passenger vehicles or oversized cargo. An unmatched unified cab 

design has been featured by this system. In order to have an improved and ease of 

communication, it houses both the operator and image analysis stations in the same 

roomy cabin as the driver. MobileSearch HE incorporates both high-energy and Z 

Backscatter imaging for the most dependable means of discovering menace materials. 

The flexibility of this system for operating in multiple scan modes is also unique. Normal 

operation is performed when both transmission and Z Backscatter imaging are used in 

scanning over stationary vehicles and cargo. MobileSearch can function in just Z 

Backscatter mode for those oversized cargos that won't fit in the tunnel. 

 

X ray 

system 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

MobileSearch Backscatter and high 

energy transmission 

300 mm TBD 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 M/S Width2.5 m, 

Height 4.1 m,Length 

12.3 

 

30 min TBD 

 

Z Backscatter Van (ZBV)  

It is one of the most adaptable and cost effective mobile screening system built 

into a commercially available delivery vehicle. The key advantage is the ability of taking 

such a system to those places where other systems are unable to go. This system has the 

option for Radioactive Threat Detection (RTD) due to its one-sided, backscatter only 
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imaging. It would be feasible for security officials to use ZBV for screening sea 

containers, vehicles, and other cargo for terrorist threats and contraband. The optional 

Radioactive Threat Detection feature is capable of identifying low levels of radioactivity 

from both gamma rays and neutron. 

It has helped scanning to become even more practical, and it can scan those 

objects other systems are unable to do so. Comparing to other systems, it has the lowest 

cost of ownership, and its ease of use with maximum flexibility made this system suitable 

for detecting organic threats and contraband. This system is currently used for scanning 

vehicles for large quantities of drugs, car and truck bombs. The Z Backscatter Van can 

operate in couple modes. Stationary mode would park the system and starts producing X-

ray images of vehicles as the pass. Another way of screening can be accomplished 

remotely while the system is parked. Scanning can be performed safely through remote 

operation, even in dangerous environments. [1] 

 

X ray 

System 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Z Backscatter Van Backscatter TBD TBD 0.3,6.0 MPH Length 7.96 m, 

Width 2.67, 

Height 2.9 m 

 

TBD TBD 
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Linear Rail System  

Linear rail is a mobile system. The length of the linear rail system can be adjusted based on the 

length desired inspected object to image different lengths. The linear Search system is designed in 

a way to scan objects either straight up or upside down. The system is set up in a way to move with 

2 people [3]. 

X ray 

system 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Linear Rail Backscatter 6.3 mm 250-600 watt 2 sqr meter/min TBD Less than 20 min TBD 
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Robotic Arm System  

This imaging system technique allows for single sided x-ray imaging, this is a better system in 

compare to traditional transmission x-ray that requires the access to both sides of the target. With 

its unique capability, this system is able to identify sub-millimeter cracks and flaws within 

multilayer materials in which results in a great image quality and resolution. With the shape of a 

robotic arm, this is new type of X-ray backscatter imaging that utilizes radiography by selective 

detection (RSD).  

Nucsafe company offers scatter X-ray imaging devices that utilize RSD with a pencil beam 

Compton backscatter imaging (CBI) technique would fall between highly collimated and 

uncollimated techniques. RSD techniques offer greater subsurface resolution than uncollimated 

techniques, at speeds at least an order of magnitude faster than highly collimated techniques. 

Moreover, backscatter RSD selectively detects X-rays that boost the signal-to-noise ratio, allowing 

the detection of features which may otherwise go undetected using conventional CBI or 

transmission radiography. 

The focus of radiography by selective detection (RSD) has been one-sided detection for 

application where conventional non-destructive examination methods either will not work or 

would deliver disappointing results. Acquired images have clearly shown, for a variety of 

conditions, that proper selection of X-ray field scatter components leads to a significant 

improvement in image quality and contrast. These improvements are significant enough in some 
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cases that object not visible to conventional X-ray backscatter imaging or transmission radiography 

become clearly discernible. This system is also capable of single-sided imaging inside suspicious 

packages or containers, detection of spying devices inside walls, and a variety of non-destructive 

testing application that require the penetrating power of X-ray and single-sided nature of this 

enhanced X-ray backscatter.  

The current mobile platforms have a scanning speed of about 2 square meters per minute at 1 mm 

resolution. Scanning speed increases by the inverse square of the resolution. X-ray backscatter 

systems typically have less than half the penetrating power of standard transmission radiography 

systems, because the X-rays must penetrate, scatter, and escape back to the detector in order to 

generate an image. 

X ray 

system 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Robotic Arm Backscatter 6.3 mm 250-600 watt 2 sqr meter/min TBD Less than 20 min TBD 

 

Handheld system  

Handheld system utilizes low dose backscatter system and does not require physical set up 

therefore is able for immediate operation. Handheld system can connect to wireless 

communication (Wi-Fi). There is tablet installed on the system on which the image of scanned 

system appears, while an operator scans a target. It produces a real-time image of the scan target, 

highlights inorganic material, which that transmission X-ray systems can miss [6].  
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X ray 

system 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Handheld  Backscatter TBD TBD 0.15 M/S TBD TBD TBD 

 

Gemini  

Gemini is a conveyor system, which Utilizes both Dual Energy and Backscatter technology. The 

combination of dual energy and backscatter allows for precise detection of both metallic and 

organic materials. It is a user-friendly system with intuitive user interface and ergonomic. 

Currently Gemini system is created in three different sizes [9].  

X ray 

System 

Source Penetration Power requirement  Scanning speed Dimension Startup time Radiation dose 

Gemini Backscatter and dual 

energy transmission 

36 mm TBD TBD Width 105 cm 

Height 150 cm 

 

TBD TBD 
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Viable Alternatives per Inspection Station 

Through the Penetration Depth model viable alternatives have been established for each 

enhanced FOD inspection station. Each color above represents a different X-ray 

alternative, as displayed on the right. By inputting the most dense material and greatest 

thickness within each sub assembly component(s) that will be encountered at each 

inspection station we could establish which X-ray Alternative were capable of 

penetrating through 98% of the sub assembly component.   

4.0 Methods & Model  s 

The Diagram on the next page depicts the interaction between all of our models 

and variables, while showing exactly how we plan to use our simulation output in order 

to generate quantified utility measures for each of our system’s alternatives. This section 

of the paper will break down each of the elements in this diagram and explain how they 
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shall function together. 

 

4.1 Design of Experiments 

Our Design of Experiments table below explains that various X-ray system instantiated 

architectures that will be compared, each instantiated architecture will be a combination 

of viable X-ray alternatives for each of the scanning stations, which are explained by the 

viable alternatives diagram from the alternatives section above, simply multiplying the 

number of viable alternatives together brings forth 486 different X-ray combinations, or 

instantiated architectures. The primary parameters that will be changing for each run of 

the simulation is the scan speed and probability of detection which will vary with each of 

the X-ray alternatives  

 

4.2 Physical Models 

4.2.1 Inspection Time Model 

Each of the x-ray alternatives has a considerable start–up time ranging from 15 to 

30 minutes. Once the system is started and is ready to use, there is time associated to 
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inspect each of the sub-assembly components. Each X-ray alternative has a scan time per 

unit area that is given by the X-ray system manufacturer. On the other hand, we have the 

approximate calculated surface area of the aircraft sub assembly components, enabling 

the overall calculation of the scan time of the component. This is based on Newton’s Law 

of motion, by dividing the surface area by the scan speed of each alternative to determine 

the specific scan time for each alternative and sub-assembly component combination. 

After the component is scanned, the image formed by the X-ray should be analyzed by 

differential imaging tools to assist the user in detecting the FOD within the image. This 

Differential Imaging Analysis time therefore also must be considered in our Inspection 

Time model, which is displayed below.  

 
 

4.2.2 Penetration & Probability of Detection Model 

X-ray Penetration Depth: 

One of the characteristics of X-ray radiation that makes them useful for inspection is the 

Penetrating ability. When they are targeted to penetrate into an object, a portion of the photons are 

absorbed and a portion are scattered, while others completely penetrate the object. The penetration 

can be expressed as the amount of radiation penetrating into the object. The penetration capability 

depends on the energy of the individual X-ray and the atomic number, density, and thickness of the 

object that is under inspection.  
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The probability of photons interacting is related to their energy. Increasing x-ray energy 

generally decreases the probability of interaction and, therefore, increases penetration. Generally, 

high-energy x-ray can penetrate deeper than low-energy x-rays. 

Half Value Layer (HVL) 

Half value layer (HVL) is the perhaps the most significant factor when describing both the 

penetrating ability of specific radiations and the penetration through specific objects. HVL is the 

thickness of material of the inspected object penetrated by one half of the transmitted x-ray 

radiation and is expressed in units of distance (mm or cm). Using the following formulas, the HVL 

value enables the penetration depth of each X-ray alternative to be calculated. 

 

                                                 

 

Above is a chart that summarizes the relationship between the absorption coefficient (𝜇), HVL, the 

inputted energy of the X-ray device and the penetration depth. The absorption coefficient varies 

based on the density of the material being considered. As the density of the material increases the 

absorption coefficient increases. The following graph shows the relationship between the 

absorption coefficients of materials with different densities for a specific input voltage. 
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 HVL is inversely proportional to absorption coefficient. Therefore, by having a smaller absorption 

coefficient, the value of HVL increases. By increasing the inputted energy, the absorption decreases 

exponentially and HVL increases exponentially. The following graph shows the relationship between 

energy and HVL: 

 

The following chart summarizes the relationship between the penetration depth and variables: 
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Penetration Depth Example: 

Below a hypothetical example of the above Penetration Depth model is displayed. 

Imagine the cube being scanned by the Gantry system as an aircraft sub-assembly 

component. The absorption coefficient is has been established for the material and X-ray 

input voltage. With this data the HVL can be calculated, which can then be used as the 

exponent for the thickness of the component outputting the specific penetration depth. 

Once the specific penetration depth has been established for the combination of sub-

assembly component and X-ray alternative; the penetration depth can be divided by the 

Sub-Assembly thickness to determine the penetration percentage possible per that 

combination. Below we have determined a 95% penetration rate, therefore, this X-ray 

alternative would not be considered at the specific inspection station being tested for.  
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4.3 Method of Analysis 

Our primary method of analysis for our proposed system will be through a simulation of 

the F-35 Assembly Process at Lockheed Martin’s Ft. Worth facility, from part Arrival to 

final finishes, with emphasis on FOD events, what this will do is, through the use of 

discrete event simulation; provide insight on the effect of FOD and its time of detection 

throughout the production of the F-35, we shall be able to simulate different inspection  

system alternatives from manual inspection to different instantiated architectures of the 

proposed X-Ray system. What this will primary show is the difference in rework and 

repair hours and cost with different rates and timings of detection. By doing this we will  

shed light on the non-linear relationship between time of FOD detection and costs of 

rework and repair, explaining that even the smallest increase in detection earlier on in the 

production process, can lead to a substantial difference in costs. 
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4.3.1 Simulation Requirements 

In this section, the requirements for our simulation shall be explained, providing for a 

solid idea of what our simulation must exactly accomplish. 

Input Requirements 

 IR.1 Number of Shifts to run Simulation 

 IR.2 Inspection Design Alternative 

 IR.3 FOD Arrival Rate 

 IR.4 Customized Inspection Time and Probability of Detection 

 IR.5 Customized Station Order and Station Times 

 IR.6 Customized number of Workers on Shift 

 IR.7 Customized Cost per Worker Hour 

Functional Requirements 

 FR.1 The Simulation Shall simulate FOD events 

 FR.2 The Simulation Shall simulate FOD rework 

FR.3 The Simulation Shall utilize Random Number Generators created through 

Inverse Cumulative Distribution method 

 FR.4 The Simulation Shall be entirely configurable by the user 

Output Requirements: 

 OR.1 Total production time per Aircraft 

 OR.2 Total Labor hours & cost per Aircraft 

 OR.3 Total Rework & Repair hours per Aircraft 

 OR.4 Station Utilizations 

 OR.5 Queue Statistics for each part (Insight on Wait Time) 

4.3.2 Simulation Variables 

For our simulation, the variables and parameters shall be derived in two ways, the first 

way being through random number generation, and the second way being mathematical 

and physical derivation using the methods from our Inspection Time and Probability of 

Detection model and then generating those variables by choosing an appropriate random 

number generator.  
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Below is a table depicting the primary simulation variables and their random number 

generators, the distributions which we have formed are based directly off of real numbers 

that our Sponsor has provided us with.  

 
 

FOD inspection time will vary based on the Alternative being used or simply be the 

user’s input, and FOD Inspection is modeled as a Bernoulli distribution p = Probability of 

detection based on our Penetration and Probability of Detection Model for the Alternative 

chosen, we realize that our Probability of Detection model is not an accurate enough and 

will be updating the way we are modelling FOD Inspections as we gain a better 

understanding of signal processing.  

4.3.3 Simulation Assumptions 

For any Simulation, one must make assumptions in order to be able to represent the real 

complex system, for our particular case study of the F-35 production at Ft. Worth, we 

were forced to make some assumptions as to what is occurring in the facility due to issues 

with data provision. These Assumptions are: 

 There are 18 total Assembly stations at Ft. Worth 

 There is always enough parts, essentially an unlimited stack of beginning parts, 

meaning that there are no varying arrival time at the beginning of any 

Subassembly chain 

 Each Station has a FOD Arrival rate 
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 Each Station has a chance to detect FOD (By Eye) 

 If FOD is detected rework is performed at the Station that created the FOD 

 Inspection Stations do not produce FOD 

 

4.3.4 Simulation Flow 

 
This diagram above depicts the flow of our simulation, logically showing how the 

subassembly objects will run through each station where they are worked on for a 

duration determined by the Triangular distribution random number generator, with a 

chance to create and detect FOD on sight, modelled by exponential distribution and 

Bernoulli distributions respectively. If FOD is missed, the subassembly will continue 

forward to the next station, until it reaches an X-Ray inspection station will have a 

significantly higher probability of detection than the standard assembly stations. If FOD 

is detected, it will be sent to have the rework and repair necessary for it to be completed, 

which is modelled by the Weibull distribution random number generator described 

earlier.  
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4.3.5 Simulation Validation 

The best way to validate our simulation would be to allow the user to input their 

own station process times, FOD arrival rate and rework time and running the simulation 

for a controlled period that had already passed, and then comparing the simulation output 

to their costs, if our simulation is working correctly and the user had inputted accurate 

data, then there will be correlation between the simulation output and the actual costs that 

the company had expended. 

4.4 Business Model and Analyzing Results 

4.4.1 Weighing the Results & Utility Vs Cost Model 

 Using the swing weights method, a weight will be established for the various 

objectives attempting to be met through the implementation of this enhanced FOD 

inspection system. Aside from a weight, a preference (higher the better or lower the 

better) and a distribution will be associated with each of these objectives. Using research, 

a physical model, and simulation output a score will be established for each of the X-ray 

alternatives. Due to the fact that the needs and preferences per inspection station vary a 

different score will be calculated per inspection station on the viable X-ray alternatives at 

each location.  Below we have displayed three score tables varied by results from 

research, physical model, and simulation output. 
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Objectives 

(From 

Research) 

Average 

Cost 

Power 

Requirement 

Scan Speed Start-Up 

Time 

Radiation 

Dose 

Preference Lower 

the Better 

Lower the 

Better 

Higher the 

Better 

Lower 

the Better 

Lower the 

Better 

Distribution Linear Linear Linear Linear Linear 

Range      

Weight      

Robotic Arm 

System 

 250-600 

watts 

2 sq 

meter/min 

 

>20 min  

Linear Rail 

System 

 250-600 

watts 

2 sq 

meter/min 

 

>20 min  

Gantry System  250-600 

watts 

0.2,0.3,0.4 

m/s 

 

15 min 5 mR 

Z Portal  380-480 

watts 

 15 min 5 mR 

Mobile Search   0.4,0.3,0.2 

m/s 

 

30 min 2 mR 

Z Backscatter 

Van 

  0.3,1.0,3.0,6.0 

mph 

 

 10 mSv 
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4.4.2 Return on Investment 

It is important to emphasize once again that a key feature of the simulation is the 

customizable capability, which enables it to adapt to any aircraft production corporation. 

Due to issues with proprietary data it is very difficult to attain realistic data points from 

our sponsor Lockheed Martin, yet once the simulation is completed, it can be provided as 

a tool for Lockheed Martin. This will enable them to evaluate whether or not the 

investment in the enhanced FOD inspection system is worth it.  

 Initially, Lockheed Martin will input their current production statistics into the 

simulation, which will output the data points to later be compared.  This time when the 

simulation runs, all of the manual inspection stations will be operational. After receiving 

the output, the simulation will be run again yet this time with the implementation of the 

enhanced FOD inspection system. Using both outputs ROI analysis can be performed.  

 By compiling total production costs from each simulation output with and without 

the enhanced FOD inspection system cost evaluation will be made possible. Several years 

of FOD related data per aircraft Production Corporation will be beneficial to the ROI 

analysis. By running the simulation for each year we can show the expectedly high 

amount of hours and costs that could have been saved by previously implementing the 

proposed system. 

5.0 Project Management 

5.1 Work Breakdown Structure 

The image displayed below depicts the top-level of the work breakdown structure for the FOD 

Inspection System proposed. These are the major divisions of tasks imperative to completion of 

this project.  Below it we have decomposed each of the task categories into their respective tasks. 
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1.1 Operational Concept 

 
 

1.2 Project Management 

 
 

 

1.3 Research and Data Collection 
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1.4 System Design 

 
 

1.5 Modeling and Simulation  
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1.6 Documentation and Presentation  

 

5.2 Project Timeline & Critical Path 

Microsoft Project was used to develop a project plan that organized all of the foreseeable 

tasks over the course of the project lifecycle.  The Microsoft Project tool assisted in creating a 

Gantt chart that identified the tasks that lye on the critical path. The critical path is made visible by 

the red highlighted bars in the Gantt chart, and the highlighted tasks on the left.   
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5.3 Risk Management 

In an attempt to prepare ourselves for possible risks later in the project life cycle we have developed a 

risk/mitigation table for some of the tasks visible on our critical path. On the left we have displayed the 

specific tasks that relate to the risks, which are listed in the next column, followed by the mitigation route 

we intend on using if necessary.  
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5.4 Project Budget & Performance Indices 

After reviewing average salaries for recent engineering graduates, $40/hour was established 

as the wage for all 5 of our team members. A George Mason University overhead rate of 2.13 was 

applied to the $40 wage which outputted a total hourly rate of $85.20.  This wage was used for our 

overall budget for the project - $127,118. This was created by multiplying the total hourly rate 

($85.20) by expected hours per week, and then summing these values for the overall budget.   

 

Wage $40 

GMU Overhead 2.13 

Total Hourly Rate  $85.2 

 

By using current hours and forecasting hours we expect to work during weeks later in the 

semester, it was possible to create multiple graphs that display data relating to the Earned Value of 

the FOD Inspection system. These data sets include Earned Value, Cost Performance Index (CPI)/ 

Schedule Performance Index (SPI), Planned Value, Actual Cost, along with a best and a worse 

case projection.  

The Earned Value graph below displays the data sets listed above up to this point in the 

project life cycle (week 6). The cumulative planned value (PV) is simply the cumulative value 

planned for each week throughout the project. The best and worst case sets of data directly relate to 

a multiple applied to the PV, which was 10% or .1. Multiplying the PV by 1.1 outputted a worst 

case, showing it would take 10% more time than expected; while multiplying the PV by .9 would 

display a data set reaching completion 10% earlier. Cumulative Actual Cost (AC) represents the 

cumulative costs for the weeks that our team has worked thus far. Earned Value (EV) relates to the 

estimated progress and the estimated costs per week. This is also cumulative.  
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The graph below displays the same data explained above, yet takes the entire life cycle into 

account extending throughout the final week of our project.  
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The final graph displayed below shows the Cost Performance Index (CPI) and Schedule 

Performance Index (SPI) for our project. From this graph it is evident that we are slightly ahead of 

schedule (~.041) yet we are slightly above budget by (~.064).  

 

6.0 Future Work 

 While we are generally satisfied with our progress on this project for this 

semester, we acknowledge that there are some parts of our model that require more work, 

particularly in our probability of detection model, which is one the most significant areas 

of the whole project. We will try to incorporate our new understanding of signal 

processing theory which we have been arduously trying to learn, in order to eventually 

account for things such as the signal to noise ratio and false positives. By doing so, we 

can ensure a more accurate and dependable model. More work will also be required 

towards sensitivity analysis and validation of the simulation. Ultimately, there is a 

significant amount of work ahead for this challenging and meaningful project which will 

have us working through winter break at larger amount than we had initially thought
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